Abstract. The construction of neural network based on decision rules generated by rough set methods is given. Analogies between neural network semantics and rough set approach to continuous data are pointed out. General framework states the initial point for such applications like, e.g., tuning decision rules by neural network learning process.
Introduction
The task of dealing with real-valued datasets seems to be one of key issues in decision support systems. Many approaches have been developed so far. One of them is to scale attributes and apply rough set techniques over discrete-valued decision tables obtained. If decision rules with scaled outputs are of satisfactory quality for the user, then tools developed in 5], 6], 7] seem to be appropriate. However, in many applications, like e.g. control processes, there is a strong need to go back to real-valued shape of decision, after performing rough set analysis over scaled data. Then, one can say that rough set decision rules correspond to so called linguistic rules in fuzzy reasoning ( 4] , 9]). The main challenge while inferring about real-valued decision is to nd state equations for fuzzy variables, corresponding to conditions in rough set decision rules.
It is worth mentioning that neural networks themselves are widely used as decision support algorithms. However, although such an approach is very powerful, it has some restrictions. First, one may have di culties with nding proper layout of the network (e.g. number of neurons or layers). Second, network itself does not provide us with clear interpretation of knowledge it contains ( 9] ). Fortunately, rough set methods ( 7] , 8]) can help to construct initial network in terms of such parameters like the numbers of scaling conditions, minimal decision rules and decision classes in discrete case. Then, the threshold functions in neurons correspond to fuzzy cation of rough set rules and the weights -to equations of scaling conditions and the degree of approximation for particular decision patterns. Every information system A = (U; A) and a non-empty set B A de ne a B-information function by Inf B (u) = (a i (u) : a i 2 B) for u 2 U and some linear order A = fa 1 ; :::; a n g. The set fInf B (u) : u 2 Ug is called the B-information set and it is denoted by V B .
In case of real-valued attributes, where for each i n a i : U ! R is a real function from universe U, its elements can be characterized as points:
P u = (a 1 (u); a 2 (u); :::; a n (u))
in n-dimensional a ne space R n . The validity of such a representation is based on assumption that for A-indiscernibility relation IND(A) (which can be associated with any B A as well) de ned by IND(B) = f(u; u 0 ) 2 U U : Inf B (u) = Inf B (u 0 )g all equivalence classes are singletons corresponding to particular objects in U. The main task is how to approximate these classes by possibly small and regular family of subsets k R n , where any k points out at some decision value v l(k)
Optimal scaling in decision tables
, e.g., in terms of its high frequency of occurrence for objects in k .
In 6] searching for such decision rules were performed by de ning hyperplanes over R n . Any hyperplane H = f(x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x n ) 2 R n : 0 + 1 x 1 + + n x n = 0g (where 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n 2 R) splits C l onto two subclasses de ned by: 3 Hyperplane-based network
Initial construction
Once the hyperplanes and decision rules are constructed for given A, we may put them into the neural network. It is worth noticing that, given decision table A = (U; A fdg) and the set of n h hyperplanes inducing n r decision rules, one can construct four-layer neural network with n + 1 inputs, n h and n r neurons in hidden layers respectively, and with n d outputs, such that it recognizes objects in U just like in case of corresponding hyperplane decision tree. Such a network has n inputs corresponding to conditional attributes and one additional constant input called bias. Every input neuron sends its signal to all neurons in hidden layer. For each hyperplane from H we construct one neuron in the hidden layer. This neuron has weights equal to coe cients describing corresponding hyperplane. For all neurons in the rst hidden layer the threshold functions have the form h j (x) = 1 for x 0 ?1 for x < 0 This is also the case for thresholds in the second layer, which are given as r k (x) = 1 for x 1 0 for x < 1
Neurons in this layer correspond to binary hyperplane decision rules. The weights connecting these two layers correspond to the way of occurrence of hyperplane attributes in rules. For instance, let the k-th minimal decision rule k be of the
Then the corresponding weights leading to k-th neuron in second hidden layer take the following values:
w j5 = 8 < : 1 3 for j = 4 ? 1 3 for j = 2 or 7 0 otherwise (3) Thus, according to the above example, the k-th neuron in the second hidden layer will be active (its threshold function will reach 1) for some u 2 U i u satis es conditions of the decision rule 2.
For every decision value we construct one neuron in output layer, which results in n d outputs from the network. The l-th output is supposed to be active i given object put into the network belongs to corresponding decision class C l .
To achieve such a behavior we link every decision rule neuron only with the output neuron corresponding to decision value indicated by decision rule. Thus, in case of our example, the weights between k-th neuron in the second hidden layer and the output layer are as follows:
w kl = 1 for l = 4 0 otherwise
All neurons in the output layer receive threshold functions out l (x) = 1 for x 1 0 for x < 1
Modi cations of the weights
The above neural network, although clear and valid in its construction, does not express as much as it can yet. First of all, it does not deal with non-deterministic decision rules which are often the only way to derive any information from data. Let us go back to the example of decision rule (2) and assume that it was stated with some degree of approximation not less than 0:9, where the value P (d = v 4 j H 2 < 0; H 4 0; H 7 < 0) = 0:9 corresponds to frequency of occurrence of v 4 as a decision value for subspace C L;H2 corresponding to conditions of decision rule. In this case we propose to replace previous output functions by out l (x) = x and link output neurons with weights w kl corresponding to frequency of decision value v l conditioned by decision rule k . Then, answering with decision value with the highest value of output function, we obtain the same classi cation as in case of decision rules. Additional information about degrees of approximation for applied rules can be derived as well.
One should realize that in case of non-deterministic rules frequencies of decision values may be often similar under given conditions. In fact, to evaluate degrees of approximation for non-deterministic decision rules we need a measure not corresponding with concrete decision values, like e.g.
where q > 1. Now, one can express the meaning of particular hyperplanes with respect to given decision rule by computing the change of Q caused by rejecting particular hyperplane conditions. Let us denote by kj decision rule k without the j-th component kj . Then, for any j = 1; ::; n h and k = 1; ::; n r we would like to put
Remark. If one regards function (4) as the degree of approximation of decision classes, then the factor 1=N k is due to normalize weights coming into the neuron corresponding to the k-th decision rule. Each decision rule is minimal in sense that Q may only decrease after rejecting any hyperplane condition. Thus, the sign is adjusted just for denoting the position of points in k with respect to the j-th hyperplane (compare with (3)).
Interpretation of neuron functions
To improve exibility of learning, replacing original threshold functions with continuous ones should be performed. In fact, such a change enables to encode more information within our network model. Let us consider the class of (rescaled) sigmoidal functions of the form h j (x) = Degrees of vagueness, proportional to the risk of basing on corresponding hyperplane cuts, nd very simple interpretation. Let us weaken decision rule thresholds by replacing initial function r k by r k (x) = 1 for x 1 ? " k 0 for x < 1 ? " k where parameter " k expresses the degree of belief in decision rule supported by k or, more precisely, in the quality of hyperplanes which generate it. Then, for xed " k , increasing j for some H j occurring in k implies that for objects which are "uncertain" with respect to the j-th cut function r k equals to 0 and no classi cation is obtained.
If one wants to modify functions in the second hidden layer similarly as in the rst, the idea of extracting initial weights from the degrees of precision for reasoning with given hyperplanes as conditions should be followed. We claim that formulas for the decision rule functions should be derived from the shapes of functions in the previous layer. Thus, for function r k (x) = 1 1 + e ? k x corresponding to decision rule k , the quantity of k is given by formula k = X h j=1 j jw jk j 4 Applications to tuning of conditional hyperplanes Modi cations introduced for initial model of hyperplane-based neural network enable to include necessary information for improvement of decision classication. Obviously, described changes may cause that our network become not consistent with decision rules for some part of training objects. It means that, e.g. for majority frequency rules, the output corresponding to a decision value pointed by some rule may not be the one with the highest value of the output function. Such inconsistency, however, is justi ed by computing all weights and neuron functions from decision table itself. Moreover, we have still possibility of tuning the network by the wide range of learning techniques.
In classical backpropagation networks ( We can also use the cumulative error given by
In this case we back-propagate the global error from the whole set of objects. Once more we would like to stress that error functions given above correspond to the quality measure Q introduced before. Thus, if one would like to consider hyperplane decision rules minimal in sense of another criterion, the way of measuring classi cation error should be veri ed properly.
In classical neural network learning we may manipulate with some coe cients to control the learning process ( 1], 2] ). In our approach we may use this ability in order to introduce some meaning for such operations. Change of weights in rst hidden layer corresponds to the change of elevation of hyperplanes. Hence, by setting constraints for value of learning coe cients we may induce the learning in case we e.g. do not want the hyperplanes to change too rapidly. The standard tricks from the network learning, like momentum factor ( 2] ), can also be used, although they do not have explicit interpretation in terms of hyperplanes and decision trees.
During the learning process we should still remember about the interpretation of weights and functions. Starting from initial structure obtained from data by sequential algorithm for nding hyperplanes, we begin to modify weights due to given learning method. Then, however, for possibly improved classi cation we cannot determine how the decision rules behave over data actually. Another point is to keep decision rules minimal for foregoing hyperplane weights to make the whole process more clear. Thus, it turns out to be very important to preserve the balance between what is derived from the learning process and what is obtained from described construction.
Conclusions
In our paper we discussed the connection between rough set techniques for realvalued decision tables and analogous methods based on neural networks. After introducing initial framework, we described basic model of neural network corresponding to hyperplane-based methods developed in 5], 6]. Clear interpretation of its structure with respect to weights and neuron functions enabled us to join computational power of neural networks with simplicity of rough set decision techniques.
Applications of obtained framework e.g. to tuning hyperplane decision rules need further work on implementation methods. The most serious problem is how to keep the balance between convergence of the tuning process and simplicity of its outcome interpretation. Optimization of such factors like decision and condition scaling or, e.g., safety of decision rules requires methods of parallel learning on di erent levels. Thus, from practical point of view, one has to specify the balance between the amount of information wanted and e ectiveness of application to particular data.
Presented methods should be compared also with other approaches. For instance, one can consider the problem of handling continuous decision. Then our neural network model becomes strongly related to fuzzy inference ( 4], 9]). It can be treated as one of regression problems, well known in machine learning, statistics, neural network and fuzzy sets.
